Question # Source Document

Paragraph (s)

Question

1

Considering this is an OTA, will DAU allow off-shore
resources to assist in the prototype/demonstration?

2

As a Foreign Owned company, we plan to mitigate the non‐
Foreign Owned/non‐USA FOCI requirement by registering with
the U.S. State Department and providing a copy of the
registration along with the appropriate Department of State
Permanent Export License (DSP) or Technical Assistance
Agreement (TAA) documents to the Agreements/Contracts
Officer. However, it is noted in Attachment 1 that this process
may take 45‐75 days to complete. Since the due date of our
response to this RFP is Feb 10, will it be sufficient that this
mitigation will still be in progress at the time of submission? If so,
what documentation will you require as evidence that we are in
progress?

3

Request For Solution

Paragraph 4.2

Answer
The "off‐shore resources" or foreign owned companies must meet the FOCI requirement or at a minimum have a
Department of State license stating their approval to receive certain types of documentation. Additionally, vendors must
disclose any FOCI and provide a mitigation plan with their solution when receiving any unclassified, or technical
documentation
In order for a foreign owned company to receive any unclassified, or technical documentation, the FOCI process must be
completed along with any Department of State licensing. The GFI provided in the RFS, paragraph 11, Link 1 and Link2 is
available for solution purposes only and FOCI/ License is not required. A Foreign owned company may submit a solution
however the FOCI/ License process must be completed in time to receive the additional GFI post award, should an award
be made to a Foreign owned company. Furthermore, the foreign owned vendor must disclose any FOCI and provide a
mitigation plan with their solution.

To conduct the prototype, how many DAU courses will need to The GFI provided for prototype(s) will be one course and one Grading Assignment where the content will be drawn from
be ported over to our platform? This matters for estimating our Link 1 and Link 2 respectively.
costs.

